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TURKMENISTAN RAILWAYS-MOTORWAYS-HIGHWAYS 
Facade Lighting Projects

Turkmenistan is presently one of the seven independent Turkic states. While buildings are being designed in this 
country, rich in natural gas with its reserves of a total of 22.9 trillion cubic meters, energy consumption does not 
stand out as a major criterion. However just as is the case with every responsible country that has a concern for 
the future, the use of energy efficient products is on the rise. One has to move away from the city during night 
time in Ashgabat in order to see a building that is not illuminated. You would see that virtually all the buildings are 
illuminated in this city that is constantly growing. 
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Facade lightings in Turkmenistan show differences according to the functions of the buildings. While colorful and 
mobile lighting is applied at shopping malls and monuments, state buildings are illuminated with projectors at 
the ground level. The light source that is used the most in facade lightings of state buildings in Turkmenistan is 
Metal Halide. Projectors with 1800 watt bulbs have been used in the illumination of 70-80 meter buildings. As is 
the case with energy consumption, light pollution is not seen as an important criterion in Turkmenistan. In façade 
lightings made with these bulbs that have an average useful life of 6000 hours, a part of the light disperses into 
the sky. Moreover, bulbs need to be changed one year after they start to be used, and this constitutes an added 
burden to building maintenance costs. In lighting projects performed with these fixtures that have 1800 Watt 
power, 6 projectors are used around a 70-meter high building.

Facade lightings in Turkmenistan show differences according to the functions of the buildings.
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Physical Specifications  :

Body Specs. : Aluminium injection, electrostatic powder coat
   body 
       All connection parts are stainless
   Silicon gasket 
Diffuser  : Tempered glass
Protection Class  : IP 65 
Weight : 17,75 - 19,75 kg (MN-W)
   13,25 - 15,25 kg (MN-C, MX-TW, MX-RGB)
Dimensions  : 375 x 443 x 251 mm (MN-W)
   370 x 337 x 185 mm (MN-C,MX-TW, MX-RGB) 

Performance Specifications

Working Temperature : -20° / +45° C 
Rotation Angles : 210° (Fixable unit for every 5° angle) 
Light Source : Power LED 
Renk Seçenekleri  : Pure White, Naturel White, Warm White   
   Red, Green, Blue, Amber
   Tunable White, RGB

Electrical Specifications  

Working Voltage : 220 - 240 V AC 50/60 Hz (MN-W, MN-C, MX-TW)  
   24 V DC (MX-RGB)
Rated Power (W) : 100 (107) W / cos Ø >0,9 (100 W Model / MN-W) 
   150 (158) W / cos Ø >0,9 (150 W Model / MN-W)
   210 (218)  W / cos Ø >0,9 (210 W Model / MN-W)
   50 (55)  W / cos Ø >0,9 (50 W Model / MN-C,   
    MX-TW, MX-RGB)
   75 (83) W  / cos Ø >0,9 (75 W Model / MN-C,   
    MX-TW, MX-RGB)

Application Areas  

Facade lighting , commercial lighting, sport areas lighting
harbor / open area / open car parks , high rise buildings facade lighting (up 
to 50-150 meters)
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Virtual fixture data and lighting analyses were performed by using 3D models of the building project. Fixture positions and 
angles were determined in analyses performed with EAE Prolit 210 W 15 degree IES data. However final decision was not 
taken prior to on-site trials. In trials performed with 10 units of EAE Prolit 210 W, decision was taken as to the final positions 
of the fixtures. A total of 28 EAE Prolit fixtures were used at the Ministry of Motorways building, 24 at the Ministry of Highways 
building, and 34 at the Ministry of Railways building.

Different lighting positions were created in conclusion to the architectural differences of the three buildings. Following the final 
assessment performed by Ashgabat urban architects and Ronesans construction officers, it was decided to use EAE brand 
in facade lighting.

There are government buildings in Ashgabat that are 70-80 meters tall. The buildings of the ministries of railways, motorways, 
and highways are in the same location as the other state buildings in Turkmenistan. All the three buildings are 76 meters high 
and symbolize the unwavering and powerful position of the state. The lighting style that has now become a standard in the 
state buildings of Turkmenistan has also been applied to these buildings without any change. However fixtures with LED light 
source with high energy efficiency were used instead of conventional lighting.

As is the case in other state buildings on Archabil road, there is an intense lighting level on their façades. No systematic study 
is being carried out with regards to the level at which buildings are to be illuminated in Ashgabat at night time. The accepted 
view is to have the lighting of adjacent buildings to be at similar levels. Luminance values on the state buildings previously 
constructed were measured. Values measured were between 6 to 12 cd/m2 on façades. The values to be generated on the 
façades of buildings to be newly constructed were found based on the said values.
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PROJECT RECORD
 

Employer : Rönesans İnşaat

Lighting Design : EAE Elektronik A.Ş.

Lighting Firm  : EAE A.Ş.

Products Applied : Prolit


